
     

 

Evo-soft Press Announcement October 2011 

Evo-soft launches 5 user licenses to implement Microsoft Dynamics NAV for 

£1800/€2000 in the UK and Republic of Ireland. 

Evo-soft is excited to announce that all new customers will be able to purchase a 5 user 

license for £1,800/€2000, giving tremendous savings to implement Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV. Evo-soft is introducing this offer in partnership with Microsoft for a limited time from 

October 2011. 

Ashley McIntyre, MD of Evo-soft, “This staggering offer means a substantial saving to 

businesses at a time when it’s imperative to invest to provide SME businesses with the 

ability to increase margins and help maximise profitability and liquidity by making the most 

of people, processes and systems” 

Derek Fisher, Sales Director believes “This initiative will support new customers in their 

drive for growth, which in turn will improve profitability and turn new opportunities into 

reality, only achievable through Evo-soft’s smooth implementation of Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV” 

In addition Evo-soft is launching to existing customers the “License Model Transition Offer” 

A Microsoft Dynamics NAV customer who is currently licensed on Module Based Licensing  

can transition to Business Ready Licensing. For a limited time, eligible Evo-soft customers 

can transition and again make further substantial savings.  

About Evo-soft 

Evo-soft Ltd is a UK top 30 Gold Certified Microsoft Partner with offices in the UK and the 

Republic of Ireland. Evo-soft have a considerable number of clients based throughout 

both countries and is recognised by Microsoft as the leading specialist in several vertical 

markets. Evo-soft has invested in excess of 6 figures of development and thus is expertly 

proficient in the selling, modifying and support of Microsoft Dynamics NAV (formerly 

called Navision). This singularity of focus has allowed the development of extensive 

expertise so that Evo-soft can provide the best advice and align the product to be of the 

greatest benefit to clients. 

 

 

For further information please contact the public relations department at Evo-soft Ltd;  

Tel; + (44) 01793 552 843 

Email: catrina.ure@evo-soft.co.uk 

www.evo-soft.co.uk 


